
Hey Potters,

Angu here. Is it me or have the months flown by? From catching COVID, going on holiday and attending a

friend's wedding, there has been little pottery done. However Fleur and I did spend a few days visiting

potters in the coromandel. The potters from the coromandel seem more old school, many still dig their

own clay and fire with wood! If you are ever in the area, there are a plethora of potters scattered around.

We ended up buying two beautiful bowls from Puketai Pottery (see picture) and attending a train and

pottery tour at Driving Creek Pottery.

After coming back and settling down into some sort of routine, I have been enjoying the buzz surrounding

the exhibition. Kilns have been jammed packed and booked back-to-back with firings. I have spoken to a

few potters about entering some work and have gotten the same nervous reply with an undertone of

excitement and fear.. 

"Yeah, I am planning on entering something, hopefully nothing breaks in the kiln" **Nervous laugh**

With everyone working hard, especially Renate and Lesley with all their organising and planning, I think

this exhibition is going to be awesome and everyone should come to see all the talented potters that

Mount Pleasant Pottery Group has to offer. Please invite your friends and family so we can support, admire,

be inspired and enjoy the beautiful community of potters we are building at Mount Pleasant Pottery!

                                                                One of the two Chairpersons – Angu

NEWSLETTER WINTER 2022

Please make sure if you are the last person out that you check all doors are locked, including the toilet

doors and the other rooms. It is worth checking even if you have not used the other spaces just to

make sure.  

When locking up please also make sure the bricks used to keep the doors open are placed inside the

building. This is to stop the bricks potentially being thrown through a window.  

Because the club rooms are in an isolated setting, we all need to be conscious of good security around

the buildings.  

Reminder:
A couple of important points have been mentioned recently and the committee wanted to just give

everyone a friendly reminder on the following:



update on classes

Classes

Our various classes are all running to capacity with very little turn over. We are

now offering general classes, a class for inexperienced wheel workers, a shared

class by three tutors with focus on various topics like sculptural, glaze

development or wheel work, and a monthly wheel class. There’s something there

for everybody.

Saturday wheel

class students

working on

plates.

The pottery wheels have now been numbered and a list is located on the wall between the

two rows of pottery wheels. If you notice any maintenance issues with the wheels when using

them, please make a note on the sheet against the relevant wheel number so repairs can be

arranged.  

We will be starting a system for recycling clay from the clay bucket. Terracotta pots will be

located behind the club rooms and we will drain scoops of clay in each pot. The clay, once

drained sufficiently, will be offered as free clay to interested members who will need to sieve

and wedge the clay before using. Angu is trying out some recycled clay from the clay bucket

at the moment and will let us know how it comes out. 

NOTE: CLUB ROOM CLOSED FOR WORKSHOPS
The club rooms will be closed to members during the following times: 

Wednesday 29th June 10.30-12.30 and Wednesday 6th July 10.30-12.30  

Lesley Towart is running a pottery workshop for seniors in the community through the Sumner Bays Union Trust. 



Nelson Pottery Supply – Selectors Choice Award

BotPots Christchurch – Merit Award

General Pottery – Two First Time Exhibitor Awards 

 Wheel Work 

 Sculptural Work

We would like to thank our Exhibition Award Sponsors: 

                      

MPPG EXHIBITION 
We are very excited about our upcoming

exhibition. 

Do make sure you have some work ready

to submit. If this is not yet the right time for

you to participate in the exhibition keep

Matariki in your diary. Chip in with some of

the jobs on the day, attend the Exhibition

Opening and make yourself a part of the

club community. 

The exhibition is always one of the

highlights of the pottery year and so much

fun.

To get more involved contact Renate on 

 0211336620, or come along on

submission day and see how you can

contribute, there will be a list of jobs.



exhibition timeline
Submission forms for the exhibition are attached to this email.

Please note: No Club Demonstration Night in June
There will be no club demo night in June. There will instead be the opportunity

to submit exhibition submissions in the exhibition room. The workshop room is

open to members to use.  



Our three electric kilns are all in good working order.

When possible Kiln 1 is now only used for bisc firings, as it doesn’t have much insulation

compared to the other two kilns.

Kiln 2 was completely refurbished just a few months back and is now mainly used for gloss firings.

 

Kiln 3 can be used for either firing.

After a slow, likely covid related, start to the year the kilns are now basically running non-stop.

Exhibition related firings have priority for the two weeks leading up to submission date. Please

share and include your firing group members as much as possible at this stage so that everybody

is able to get their stuff fired in time. We are working on introducing a tighter and more efficient

booking system to improve capacity shortly. 

A small but dedicated group of members are working on how we can install and set up our gas

kiln. Thank you team.

IMPORTANT NOTE ON SIMULTANEOUS FIRINGS!!
There has been some confusion around whether it is safe (ie not going to interfere with someone

else's firing) to start a kiln when others are already going, and the 15 hour timer is already on. 

Rest assured, the kiln controllers are designed to resume after a short power outage - what this

means is that if you come in to start your kiln a few hours into someone else's firing, you can press

STOP and then START and this will give you the full 15 hours of power and the other kilns will

resume firing wherever they were in the programme.  

Update on
 

Phew!



Our club cannot run without the help of many of our members and all the hours they
volunteer! In this newsletter, we want to thank 

Jocelyn → for all her work with our social media presence.

Alex and Rudy → both Alex and Rudy have spent their own time working on maintaining

wheels. 

A huge Thank You to the dedicated club members who attended the last working bee. Your help is

very much appreciated. The club would not be able to operate without the many hours of time

donated by members of the club who contribute to the smooth running of club facilities for all to

enjoy.   

The Working Bee Team achieved the goals for the day which were: a thorough clean of the main

room work space using the whiteboard list as a check, a tidy of the outside veranda area in front of

the building, windows cleaned inside and out, bathroom areas cleaned and supplies restocked, and a

big clean out of the spare class room previously used for storage. A very large amount of rubbish was

taken to the dump by Ken (a huge thank you to Ken), who provided a trailer and a vehicle with

towbar.  

There are still a number of items stored in the class room that are surplus to requirements that will be

potentially sold on TradeMe, with the view to renting out this classroom space to other arts groups

from the local community. The committee hope to have this in place later in the year.  

There will be another working bee coming up in the spring, so we look forward to seeing club

members who have not yet had the opportunity to volunteer. 😊 The date will be confirmed closer to

the time.  

Rubbish! 
We're ending up with quite a lot of rubbish accumulating in the

club rooms - the kitchen rubbish bin is a real mess! Please, take

home with you as much as you can. Currently there is a mix of

food, recyclable glass and plastics, and general rubbish going in

that bin. Yuck! 

It would be very helpful if you could take the bulk of your waste

away with you, and if you notice the bin is getting full it would be

appreciated if you could take the bag home to pop in your red

bin. 

            Thank you!



Introducing Colour – A hands on workshop

Nine of us gathered for a day of everything

relating to colour. 

We covered a wee bit of theory like what’s

the difference between metal oxide and

ceramic stain, took some notes, introduced

some basic colour to some glaze, mixed

some slips, plaid with stains and oxides on

bisc, tried many ways of using

engobes/stains: sgraffito, inlay, slip trailer..

you name it. It did get a wee bit messy. 

Then we went off on a bit of a tangent,

brushable glazes are sooo expensive, so we

made our own, quite successfully really. 

  

50g    glaze powder – we used our usual clear

glaze

2g       colour stain (4%) – not required if you

don’t want to stain your glaze

Approximately 1tbsp of Rados (a brushing and

suspending agent, could be any other brushing

agent like Sussett) – gooey consistency

Wee squirt of H2O 

Here our recipe:

All in to a jar and shake up

If it’s too thick, just add a wee bit more water.. Done

Basically we replaced most of the water of our usual

dipping/spraying glaze with a gooey brushing

agent and only added a tiny wee bit of water. 

Voila = brushable glaze, easy 



SEND IN YOUR PICS!
We would love to share your work on our

social media pages! 
Send in pics of your pots, pottery activities,

work in progress, exhibitions or events.

 You can submit any photos or short videos

by direct message to our Facebook or

Instagram or via email to the club with

"social media" in the subject line. 

Please include your @social media tag (if

you have one) and a short description of 

the image. Thank you!

throwing bats for sale at the Club

Some time in a potter's life, they will have to get their own

bats… Well here is your chance!

MPPG is offering wheel bats for purchase. The following are

the sizes and prices.  You can buy them at Club NIght, and

as there are limited numbers there may be a wait time.

Reminder - Room use: 
$3 half day or less

$6 Full day

Demo nights are a great chance to improve your skills and learn new things! We always

reward our demonstrators for their time, knowledge and equipment used. In order to do

this, we charge $5 to attend demo nights. 



Committee
Contact details: 
Co-Chairs:  Lesley Adams - chris.lesleyadams@xtra.co.nz
                      Angu Chen - anguchen96@gmail.com
Treasurer:  Ken Doidge - 021 145 9175, doidge.ken@gmail.com  
Secretary:  Kate Adams  - kateladams81@gmail.com
Programme: Renate Galetzka - 021 133 6620, rgaletzka@gmail.com 
Newsletter: Eroica Ritchie - eroica.ritchie@gmail.com
Library:  Chris Beeby - chrisbeeby731@gmail.com 
Clay coordinator:  Lesley Adams - chris.lesleyadams@xtra.co.nz 
Kiln coordinator: Renate
Member inductions: Stacey Rod - stace.rod@gmail.com

Follow us on  Instagram!
 

mt.pleasant.pottery.group
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